here is a detailed analysis of one of the latest ielts speaking cue card that appeared in 2017 we have worked out the
analysis by giving a model answer our advice try attempting this latest ielts speaking cue card once with your self before
reading the model answer ielts cue card describe an important e mail that you have received lately, in the ielts speaking
test you will be given exactly 1 minute to prepare yourself to talk about a particular topic and this topic is called ielts cue
card or candidate task card the instructions to guide your talk are written on a card given to you by the examiner your talk
should last for approximately 2 minutes until the examiner asks you to stop, the 9 types of ielts cue cards hey the ielts cue
cards change every 4 months with 50 of topics being replaced every april september and december this means that it is
almost impossible for students to know and prepare for the 50 possible cards that could appear in their test honestly i
think that this is a good thing, cue card talk about the weather in your country cue card describe your dream house cue
card describe a place full of colour cue card a time when you moved to a new school cue card a place where people go to
spend leisure time ielts study material august 2020 2 july 2020 2 may 2020 29 april 2020 36 march 2020 32 february
2020, the examiner will ask one or two questions at the end the cue cards issue lasts for 3 4 minutes including preparation
time of 1 minute see an example gt gt ielts cue card write an answer for a cue cards and get your writing published in our
website with your credential submit your cue cards sample to gt gt info ieltsscore com ielts cue, in this article ielts game
will add number 59 ielts cue card 2020 on the series of ielts cue card 2020 topics with band 9 0 model answers and follow
up questions that will help you in your ielts test preparation this cue card is related to person description topic and asking
you to describe an old friend you enjoy talking with and asking some questions related to this topic, in this article
ieltsgame com will add number 54 ielts cue card sample on the series of ielts cue card sample with band 9 0 model
answers with follow up questions that will help you in your ielts test preparation this cue card is related to song
description topic and asking you to describe your favorite song and asking some questions related to this topic, also a big
pause in your answer can be the reason for your score deduction so its better to think about your answer first that you can
finish in 2 minutes for this you need to practice well here for your practice we are going to provide you some expected ielts speaking cue cards 2020 you can practice it and it can be expected that, in this article ielts game will add number 85 ielts cue card sample on the series of ielts cue card 2020 topics with band 9 0 model answers and part 3 follow up questions that will help you in your ielts test preparation, so practice these cue cards we are not telling you to memorize your answer but it will be beneficial for you if you have already practiced out the same thing before your real test so check it out and prepare well 2020 latest ielts essay topics september to december 2020 latest ielts cue cards with answer describe a tradition in your country, it is possible that in part two of the ielts speaking test you will be given a cue card that you feel is really difficult to answer but what i want to discuss today is how you can deal with that so that you dont panic and get a bad score take a look at the following question describe an experience when you lost something you should say, in this tutorial we ben and daphne review three cue card answers for the ielts exam we look at fluency vocabulary pronunciation and grammar we also share advice on how the student can overcome the errors we spotted, these are the latest cue cards sample for september 2019 to december 2019 please note this is only guesswork you can still be asked different questions in the exam also readout previous january 2019 to april 2019 and september 2018 to december 2018 cue cards cue cards thanks predictable ielts speaking 2018 for answers click on the cue, we are providing you the predictable ielts speaking may 2020 to august 2020 cue cards list for answers click on the cue card topic all the best for your exam and please comment your views with us for making our website better you can also ask any query and question if you have any difficulty about any cue card topic then you can comment on the post therefore we can help you to, cue card a famous person you would like to meet may 4 2020 ielts research 19 comments there are so many people that we adore but then there is this one person in everyones life that they follow that they idolize that people wish to meet in their lifetime, it helps me generate ideas for my own answers and give me hints on how i should answer a cue card topic thanks go to ielts mentor team reply quote deepak 1 year 5 months hello i am looking for ielts speaking partners contact me on whatsapp 9996850715 reply quote siddant 1 year 5 months, check out the sample answers for 10 ielts speaking part 2 cue cards 2016 describe a time you missed an appointment for something i missed my first job interview two years ago because of my carelessness once i lost it i feel regret for that late even today at that time as a fresh graduate
an interview appointment is valuable, thanks predictable ielts speaking january 2020 to april 2020 for answers click on the cue card best of luck for your exam comment on your views for making our website batter if you have any latest cue card which you are unable to answers then you can comment on this post so that we can help you to provide the best answers, in this ielts cue card describe a job you dont want to do in future describe what the job is why you dont want to do it and how do you feel about the job sample answer one people nowadays have a lot of choices when it comes to their career option as compared to the earlier times because of ample options today we tend to choose a, makkar ielts speaking may to august 2020 speaking cue cards pdf download hello ielts aspirants we know you have been waiting since long for the latest makkar ielts book for may to august 2020 or june august 2020 dont worry here it is as we all know that the speaking module is one of the most important parts of the ielts course, january 2019 to april 2019 cue cards with answers ielts exam these are the latest cue cards sample for september 2018 to december 2018 please note this is only guesswork you can still be asked different questions in the exam also readout previous september 2018 to december 2018 cue cards and may 2018 to august 2018 cue cards thanks predictable ielts speaking 2018 for answers click on the, ielts cue card with answer ielts stands for international english language testing system is designed for non native english speakers who need to study in america australia and europe or work where english is the language of communication more ielts score calculator ft, practice with sample cue cards for the ielts speaking test part 2 you can read a sample question answers and feedback on the topic a problem that effects the environment, also in the second part of the article ielts game will add the expected ielts speaking cue cards 2019 2020 samples with band 9 0 model answers with follow up questions that will help you in your ielts test, the cue card is the second task in the speaking section of the ielts examination while answering this question you are expected to have some skills and one of the skills is framing the answers based on the topic during the ielts examination you will be given a cue card which is also called as a task card consisting of 3 4 questions and some instructions that will guide you on how to, cue card list september to december 2020 the list given below is the predicted list of most probable cue cards that could be asked in your upcoming ielts speaking cue card from september to, if you want to know more current topics asked in the cue cards session of ielts speaking exam then dont miss to watch this video in this video the ielts tutor will discuss the fresh topics, look at some recent ielts cue cards from 2018 we take a look at
possible answers that will help you get a band 7 and up subscribe for more, ielts cue card describe your dream house
describe your dream house you should say what it would look like where it would be located what facilities this would
have explain why you want to live there sample answer home is where the heart is a house becomes a home truly when
those occupying it like to live there, you will get practical advice and exercise tips for answering cue cards summary what
happens cue card 1 min to prepare and write down notes up to 2 min to answer 1 2 follow up questions dont be scared
when youre interrupted prepare not to be surprised by the topic you can actually answer anything, ielts speaking cue cards
213 is an ielts speaking practice book that you can use to improve your ielts speaking skills the book will give you a lot of
ideas that will make you capable to answer any question in the ielts speaking test, still may 2020 to august 2020 cue cards
are important also read them we are providing you the predictable ielts speaking september 2020 to december 2020 cue
cards with answers updated for answers click on the cue card topic all the best for your exam and please comment your
views with us for making our website better you can also ask any query and question if you have any difficulty, there are
all cue cards for june 2020 and in addition you can review ielts cue cards for september to december 2019 as it is still
important makkar ielts speaking jan to apr 2020 pdf download final version, how to answer this cue card start this cue
card with a very brief of your childhood and how much you cherish your childhood mention that you have lots of
childhood experience and you would like to talk about this particular one you can say one of the following positive
experiences from your childhood 1 the first day you went to your school 2, ielts research on cue card talk about the
weather in your country mehak on speaking part 2 cue card a language other than english you want to learn sanjita rani on
ielts cue card talk about a person who taught you something important rajveer kaur on cue card talk about the weather in
your country, sample answer one coronavirus is a chronic viral family that starts from a normal cold and cough to severe
respiratory disease that can have fatal effect on its patients this virus was only identified recently in humans ielts cue card
may 13 2020 describe a crowded place you have been to may 11 2020 top posts describe a hotel that, sample answer two
ielts cue card dream house everyone has a dream house in mind where they want to live in and i am no different in that
regard the dream house i want to live in would be a two story simple house in the middle of my farm surrounded by trees
and agricultural land, ielts cue card with answer ielts stands for international english language testing system is designed
for non native english speakers who need to study in america australia and europe or work where english is the language of communication more ielts score calculator f t, recent ielts cue card candidate task card questions year 2020 the following cue card also known as candidate task card topics are taken from recent ielts exams from different countries and test dates we have listed these fresh topics so that you can look at the questions and get an idea about these topics, a leisure activity you do with your family sample answer 2 in todays world the bond between children and parents is not as strong as it used to be in the past and the main reason behind this negative development is lack of time which all family members spend together, ielts cue card with answer ielts stands for international english language testing system is designed for non native english speakers who need to study in america australia and europe or work where english is the language of communication more ielts score calculator f t, cue cards are updated regularly so keep visiting our website frequently for regular updates for ielts speaking cue card from may to december 2020 with answers please do like our instagram youtube and facebook page and dont forget to subscribe, ielts cue card sample answer festival sample answer one our country is a secular nation where people of different religions live together so there are lots of festivals that people celebrate across the nation but i think diwali is a festival that is celebrated all over india among people of different religions and customs, ielts cue card candidate task card 390 with model answer describe a performance you enjoyed watching you should say what the performance was when and where you watched the performance who was performing and explain why you enjoyed the performance you will have to talk about the topic for one to two minutes, ielts cue card a job you dont want to do in future february 24 2020 complete guide to canadian student visa process january 3 2020 describe a language you would like to learn ielts cue card may 19 2020, during the examination you will be given an ielts cue card topic it will consist of one main question and 3 4 questions that will guide you on how to answer the said question there is no option to change the question that you are given and you will have a minute to prepare the answer, in the ielts speaking test part 2 you will be given exactly one minute to get ready and make some notes to talk about a particular topic and this topic is called speaking cue cards or candidate task card the instructions to guide your talk are written on a card given to you by the examiner your talk should last for approximately 2 minutes until the examiner asks you to stop
Latest IELTS Speaking Cue Card with analysis and Model Answer

September 11th, 2020 - Here is a detailed analysis of one of the latest IELTS speaking cue card that appeared in 2017. We have worked out the analysis by giving a model answer. Our advice to you is to attempt this latest IELTS speaking cue card once with yourself before reading the model answer. IELTS Cue Card. Describe an important email that you have received lately.

IELTS Cue Card Samples With Answers

September 12th, 2020 - In the IELTS Speaking test, you will be given exactly 1 minute to prepare yourself to talk about a particular topic and this topic is called IELTS Cue card or Candidate Task Card. The instructions to guide your talk are written on a card given to you by the examiner. Your talk should last for approximately 2 minutes until the examiner asks you to stop.

The 9 Types of IELTS Cue Cards My IELTS Classroom Blog

September 13th, 2020 - The 9 Types of IELTS Cue Cards. Hey, the IELTS cue cards change every 4 months with 50 of topics being replaced every April, September, and December. This means that it is almost impossible for students to know and prepare for the 50 possible cards that could appear in their test. Honestly, I think that this is a good thing.

IELTS CUE CARD TALK ABOUT A TV SERIES YOU REMEMBER


IELTS Cue Cards Samples 1

September 11th, 2020 - The examiner will ask one or two questions at the end. The cue cards issue lasts for 3-4 minutes — including preparation time of 1 minute. See an example at the IELTS Cue Card. Write an answer for a Cue Cards and get your writing published in our website with your credential. Submit your Cue Cards sample to info@ieltsscore.com.

IELTS Cue Card Describe an old friend you enjoy talking with

September 9th, 2020 - In this article, IELTS Game will add number 59 IELTS cue card 2020 on the series of IELTS cue card 2020 topics with band 9.0 model answers and follow-up questions that will help you in your IELTS test preparation. This cue card is related to “Person description” topic and asking you to “Describe an old friend you enjoy talking with” and asking some questions related to this topic.

IELTS Cue Card Describe your favorite song IELTS Game

September 10th, 2020 - In this article, IELTSGame.com will add number 54 IELTS cue card sample on the series of IELTS cue card sample with band 9.0 model answers with follow-up questions that will help you in your IELTS test preparation. This cue card is related to “Song description” topic and asking you to “Describe your favorite song” and asking some questions related to this topic.

IELTS Speaking Cue Cards 2020 Latest Questions

September 8th, 2020 - Also, a big pause in your answer can be the reason for your score deduction. So it’s better to think about your answer first and you can finish in 2 minutes. For this you need to practice well. Here for your practice we are going to provide you some expected IELTS speaking cue cards 2020. You can practice it and it can be expected that.

2020 Describe the happiest day you had IELTS cue card

September 11th, 2020 - In this article, IELTS Game will add number 85 IELTS cue card sample on the series of IELTS cue card 2020 topics with band 9.0 model answers and part 3 follow-up questions that will help you in your IELTS test preparation.

2020 latest IELTS Cue Cards IELTSREWIND

September 13th, 2020 - So practice these cue cards. We are not telling you to memorize your answer but it will be beneficial for you if you have already practiced out the same thing before your real test. So check it out and prepare well.
How to Deal with Difficult Cue Cards IELTS Speaking Part
September 12th, 2020 - It is possible that in part two of the IELTS speaking test you will be given a cue card that you feel is really difficult to answer but what I want to discuss today is how you can deal with that so that you don’t panic and get a bad score Take a look at the following question Describe an experience when you lost something You should say

How to Improve Your Cue Card Answers IELTS Speaking part 2
September 13th, 2020 - In this tutorial we Ben and Daphne review three cue card answers for the IELTS exam We look at fluency vocabulary pronunciation and grammar We also share advice on how the student can overcome the errors we spotted

May 2019 to August 2019 cue cards with answers updated
September 12th, 2020 - These are the latest cue cards sample for September 2019 to December 2019 ? please Note this is only guesswork you can still be asked different questions in the exam also readout previous January 2019 to April 2019 and September 2018 to December 2018 cue cards cue cards thanks predictable IELTS speaking 2018 For answers click on the cue

May 2020 to August 2020 Cue Cards with Answers UpDated
September 12th, 2020 - we are providing you the predictable IELTS speaking may 2020 to august 2020 cue cards list for answers click on the cue card topic all the best for your exam please comment your views with us for making our website better you can also ask any query and question if you have any difficulty about any cue card topic then you can comment on the post therefore we can help you to

Cue Card a famous person you would like to meet IELTS
September 11th, 2020 - Cue Card a famous person you would like to meet May 4 2020 IELTS Research 19 comments
There are so many people that we adore but then there is this one person in everyone’s life that they follow that they idolize that people wish to meet in their life time

IELTS Cue Card Sample 1 Describe someone in your family
September 12th, 2020 - It helps me generate ideas for my own answers and give me hints on how I should answer a cue card topic Thanks go to IELTS Mentor Team Reply Quote Deepak 1 year 5 months Hello I am looking for IELTS speaking partners Contact me on WhatsApp 9996850715 Reply Quote Siddant 1 year 5 months

Band 8 0 Sample Answers for 10 IELTS Speaking Part 2 Cue
September 13th, 2020 - Check out the Sample Answers for 10 IELTS Speaking Part 2 Cue Cards 2016 Describe a time you missed an appointment for something I missed my first job interview two years ago because of my carelessness Once I lost it I feel regret for that late even today At that time as a fresh graduate an interview appointment is valuable

January 2020 to April 2020 Cue Cards with Answers UpDated
September 13th, 2020 - Thanks predictable IELTS speaking January 2020 to April 2020 For answers click on the cue card Best of luck for your exam please comment your views for making our website better If you have any latest cue card which you are unable to answers then you can comment on this post so that we can help you to provide the best answers

Ielts Cue Card a Job You Don’t Want to Do in Future
September 12th, 2020 - In this Ielts cue card describe a job you don’t want to do in future Describe what the job is Why you don’t want to do it And how do you feel about the job Sample Answer One People nowadays have a lot of choices when it comes to their career option as compared to the earlier times Because of ample options today we tend to choose a

Makkar IELTS Speaking May to August 2020 Cue Cards PDF
September 12th, 2020 - Makkar IELTS Speaking May to August 2020 Speaking Cue Cards PDF Download Hello IELTS Aspirants We know you have been waiting since long for the latest Makkar IELTS book for May to August 2020 or June August 2020 Don’t worry here it is As we all know that the speaking module is one of the most important parts of the
IELTS course

**January 2019 to April 2019 Cue cards with answers updated**
September 12th, 2020 - January 2019 to April 2019 Cue cards with answers IELTS exam These are the latest cue cards sample for September 2018 to December 2018 ? please Note this is only guesswork you can still be asked different questions in the exam also readout previous September 2018 to December 2018 cue cards and May 2018 to August 2018 cue cards thanks predictable IELTS speaking 2018 For answers click on the

**IELTS Cue Card With Answer Describe Your favorite restaurant**
September 10th, 2020 - ？IELTS Cue Card With Answer IELTS stands for International English Language Testing System is designed for non native English speakers who need to study in America Australia and Europe or Work where English is the language of communication more IELTS Score Calculator f t

**IELTS Cue Card 8 A Problem That Affects The Environment**
September 10th, 2020 - Practice with sample cue cards for the IELTS Speaking Test part 2 You can read a sample question answers and feedback on the topic A problem that effects the environment

**What is IELTS Cue Card amp how to answer 80 cue card samples**
September 13th, 2020 - Also in the second part of the article IELTS Game will add the expected IELTS speaking cue cards 2019 – 2020 samples with band 9 0 model answers with follow up questions that will help you in your IELTS test

**IELTS Cue Card Samples Topics with Answers 2020 IELTS**
August 17th, 2020 - The Cue Card is the second task in the speaking section of the IELTS examination While answering this question you are expected to have some skills and one of the skills is framing the answers based on the topic During the IELTS examination you will be given a cue card which is also called as a task card consisting of 3 4 questions and some instructions that will guide you on how to

**September to December 2020 Cue Card List with answers by**
September 12th, 2020 - Cue card list September to December 2020 The list given below is the predicted list of most probable cue cards that could be asked in your upcoming IELTS speaking cue card from September to

**IELTS Speaking Cue Card Topics How to answer**
August 6th, 2020 - If you want to know more current topics asked in the cue cards session of IELTS Speaking Exam then don’t miss to watch this video In this video the IELTS tutor will discuss the fresh topics

**IELTS Cue Cards 2018 Cue Cards and Possible Answers**
September 9th, 2020 - Look at some recent IELTS Cue Cards from 2018 We take a look at possible answers that will help you get a band 7 and up Subscribe for more

**Cue Card Archives IELTS BAND7**
September 13th, 2020 - IELTS Cue Card Describe your dream house Describe your dream house You should say What it would look like Where it would be located What facilities this would have Explain why you want to live there Sample Answer Home is where the heart is A house becomes a home truly when those occupying it like to live there

**IELTS Speaking Part 2 Cue Cards IELTSPodcast**
September 12th, 2020 - You will get practical advice and exercise tips for answering cue cards Summary What happens cue card – 1 min to prepare and write down notes up to 2 min to answer 1 2 follow up questions Don’t be scared when you’re interrupted Prepare NOT to be surprised by the topic You can actually answer anything

**IELTS Speaking Cue Cards 213 Superingenious**
September 10th, 2020 - IELTS Speaking Cue Cards 213 is an IELTS speaking practice book that you can use to improve your IELTS speaking skills The book will give you a lot of ideas that will make you capable to answer any question in the IELTS speaking test
September 2020 to December 2020 Cue Cards with Answers
September 12th, 2020 - Still May 2020 to August 2020 cue cards are important also read them we are providing you the predictable IELTS speaking September 2020 to December 2020 Cue Cards with Answers UpDated for answers click on the cue card topic all the best for your exam and please comment your views with us for making our website better you can also ask any query and question if you have any difficulty

Expected Cue Cards for Jun Aug 2020 Makkar IELTS Speaking
September 12th, 2020 - There are all cue cards for June 2020 and in addition you can review IELTS cue cards for September to December 2019 as it is still important Makkar IELTS Speaking Jan to Apr 2020 pdf download Final Version

IELTS Cue Cards – Describe your childhood memories
September 11th, 2020 - How to answer this cue card Start this cue card with a very brief of your childhood and how much you cherish your childhood Mention that you have lots of childhood experience and you would like to talk about this particular one You can say one of the following positive experiences from your childhood 1 The first day you went to your school 2

IELTS Cue Card Sample Question Invention IELTS BAND7
September 15th, 2020 - IELTS Research on Cue Card Talk about the weather in your country Mehak on Speaking Part 2 Cue Card A language other than English you want to learn Sanjita rani on IELTS CUE CARD – Talk about a person who taught you something important Rajveer kaur on Cue Card Talk about the weather in your country

IELTS Cue Card Coronavirus Canadian IELTS Training
September 11th, 2020 - Sample Answer One Coronavirus is a chronic viral family that starts from a normal cold and cough to severe respiratory disease that can have fatal effect on its patients This virus was only identified recently in Humans Ielts Cue Card May 13 2020 Describe a Crowded Place You Have Been To May 11 2020 Top Posts Describe a Hotel That

IELTS Cue Card A Dream House IELTS Speaking
September 10th, 2020 - Sample Answer Two Ielts cue card dream house Everyone has a dream house in mind where they want to live in and I am no different in that regard The dream house I want to live in would be a two story simple house in the middle of my farm surrounded by trees and agricultural land

IELTS Cue Card With Answer Describe a journey you went on
September 11th, 2020 - ? IELTS Cue Card With Answer IELTS stands for International English Language Testing System is designed for non native English speakers who need to study in America Australia and Europe or Work where English is the language of communication more IELTS Score Calculator f t

Recent IELTS Cue Card Topics IELTS Mentor
September 14th, 2020 - Recent IELTS Cue Card Candidate Task Card Questions Year 2020 The following Cue Card also known as Candidate Task Card topics are taken from recent IELTS exams from different countries and test dates We have listed these fresh topics so that you can look at the questions and get an idea about these topics

Cue Card A leisure activity you do with your family
September 11th, 2020 - A leisure activity you do with your family Sample Answer 2 In today’s world the bond between children and parents is not as strong as it used to be in the past and the main reason behind this negative development is lack of time which all family members spend together

IELTS Cue Card With Answer Describe someone in your family
September 13th, 2020 - ? IELTS Cue Card With Answer IELTS stands for International English Language Testing System is designed for non native English speakers who need to study in America Australia and Europe or Work where English is the language of communication more IELTS Score Calculator f t

Cue Cards September To December 2020 New Cue Cards
September 13th, 2020 - Cue Cards are updated regularly so keep visiting our website frequently for regular updates for IELTS Speaking cue card from May to December 2020 with answers Please do like our Instagram Youtube and Facebook page and don’t forget to subscribe

IELTS Cue Card Sample Answer Festival IELTS BAND7
September 11th, 2020 - IELTS CUE CARD SAMPLE ANSWER FESTIVAL Sample Answer One Our country is a secular nation where people of different religions live together So there are lots of festivals that people celebrate across the nation But I think Diwali is a festival that is celebrated all over India among people of different religions and customs

IELTS Cue Card
September 14th, 2020 - IELTS Cue Card Candidate Task Card 390 with Model Answer Describe a performance you enjoyed watching You should say what the performance was when and where you watched the performance who was performing and explain why you enjoyed the performance You will have to talk about the topic for one to two minutes

Ielts cue card Describe a writer you want to meet

7 Tips To Master The IELTS Speaking Cue Card Questions
September 12th, 2020 - During the examination you will be given an IELTS cue card topic it will consist of one main question and 3 4 questions that will guide you on how to answer the said question There is no option to change the question that you are given and you will have a minute to prepare the answer

IELTS Speaking Cue Cards with possible answers
September 12th, 2020 - In the IELTS speaking test Part 2 You will be given exactly one minute to get ready and make some notes to talk about a particular topic and this topic is called speaking cue cards or candidate task card The instructions to guide your talk are written on a card given to you by the examiner Your talk should last for approximately 2 minutes until the examiner asks you to stop
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